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EUROPEAN FORUM in SOPHIA, October 2016:
a) Mediterranean Solidarity Observatori meeting
The session has registered an excellent participation.
As from agenda, the Co‐ordinator Sami Berbari talk about the problem of migrants and refugees and give the
exemple of Lebanon, country of 4 million inhabitants which host 2 million from Syria, the Secretary‐archivist
Massimo Fabio reports on internal questions (the decisions will be able to be taken during the formal meeting
at the Conference).The Past Co‐ordinator and VP PDG Aron bengio presented the numerous services
illustrated during the last Conferences., between these the screening for diabetis with a logo and comun
image for all the Mediterranean. He insisted on the need of establishing common programmes with real
possibilities of concrete achievement the following year. Offers that in the future there is therefore an
important involvement of VDG. It has been one minute silence in memory of PIP Jean Behar. It was with
proundness that we listen the warm speech of International President Bob Corlew who made appreciations
on our works and exalted the spirit of the Conference (he was also present in Tangiers and Malta) . He spent
tranquilizer words about Alexandria and assured his participation. At the end: brief debate and first
informations on Antalya Conference in 2018
b) Conference of Mediterranean Sea in Alexandria
Particular time‐shot has been devoted to the next Conference. The district Egypt VDG Mahmoud El
Maghraby and President of Organization Committee has illustraded with
abundance of details and slides this event which will be held from thursday 30 March until Sunday 1st April;
egyptian friends are working hard for its success. The head quarter of the Conference will be on the famous
Hotel Four Seasons of San Stefano Alexandria, along the seaside , prices 195/210 USD per night. There are
forseen other hotels, the Hilton Hotel downtown, 120/130 USD per night. Exclusive taxes, breakfast
included. Registration: 150 € (until December, then + 10 €), including breakfast and various services and
simultaneous translation, togheter party, Friday dinner 50 €, Gala dinner 60 € . Other 5 stars hotels are
available close to the Conference. Shuttle service free, including for Alexandria and Cairo airports. Theme of
the Conference: " Mediterranean , sea of life". Website "www.alex2017mediterraneanlc.com" for updated
informations on programmes, prices (USD and €) to be used for registrations. Pls always consult it!
Other details: on Thursday welcome and together party at 18h30, Friday opening ceremony, lectio magistralis,
LCIF and Gmt‐Glt sessions and first part of the works, diner Alexandria night, Saturday open Session of the
Observatory, second part of the works, meeting with the International President and LICF President, closing
Ceremony, flag handing. The topics of the Conference in the theme "Sea of life" are: "Tourism and peoples
knowledge, first peace engine" and "Traditional agriculture for Mediterranean safeguard"
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